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upon a teacher as their good self, their super-ego, that they
will be led happily by her and take her ruling as to what
is right. 'It is', she writes, ' her proved mildness, reli-
ability and love which enables the children to pass from
the defiant obstinate phase of growth, to this of friendly
trust and free co-operation/ *
Similarly with older children the teacher must be on the
side of rational judgement against group prejudices, the
right of the individual to think for himself against rnob
judgement, of social behaviour against mob rule. Prob-
ably, if the school is good and the majority of children
come from good homes, he is still acting as the super-ego
for many individuals, since they know that they should
think for themselves and that coercing people to act alike
is often cruel and always unintelligent. The teacher, with
his wider experience, his more stable character and deter-
minedly held ideals, can only be a true leader if he gives of
his wisdom, his experience, and his tolerance to the class.
Too great a reliance on suggestion is unwise, for the very
fact that a teacher stands for a more mature judgement
and attitude towards life makes his influence sufficiently
great. What he must try to do is to encourage the class
to ' disintegrate " as it were into a body of individuals and
to discuss openly and impartially the difficulty—the boy
who cheats, or who won't play games, or is for some reason
despised or disliked.
education by the community
The teacher, then, knowing that children of aH ages
need help in living socially and must be strengthened in
their resistance to egoistic urges and desires, will act as
a wise guide, using suggestion if necessary, doing all in his
power to rouse feelings of friendliness and co-operation.
Even the normal child has to go through many struggles
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